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Discuss these points Andy made in the video:

“Don’t expect 100% certainty as you seek to answer the question, “Does God exist?” God’s existence isn’t something you can prove or disprove. In fact, I’m not sure you can prove or disprove anything with that level of confidence. A more realistic way to determine our beliefs is if something is reasonable… …That’s why I define faith as trusting what you have good reason to believe is true.” (00:58 – 01:38)

What level of certainty do you have concerning God’s existence? Why?

Do you agree with this definition of faith? Why or why not?

Kalam Cosmological Argument (02:51 – 04:27)

1. Whatever begins to exist has a cause.
2. The universe began to exist.
3. Therefore, the universe has a cause.

“Where does personhood come from? Either it’s an illusion in which we are aware of the illusion, or we all have a nonphysical component to us with capacity for relationship… …Again, by looking into where we come from, we’ve arrived at something both non-physical and relational in nature.” (07:15 - 07:42)

What did you agree and disagree with about Andy’s two reasons (Telescope and Microscope) to believe in God’s existence?

The following recommended resources are available at:
god.thinkingseries.com

Think For a Minute videos:
- Does God Exist?
- Can Christianity and Science Get Along?

Apologetics Canada Podcast
- Episode AC010 – Thinking Series: Does God Exist?